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Abstract
Gwadar's importance as a seaport on the coastlines of the Arabian Sea is well-known due to its strategic
significance, deep blue waters, and geographical location. It has the potential to connect other Asian sub1
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regions and play a key role in strengthening the economic and strategic environment. Anti-Pakistan forces
have been trying to destabilize the area to further their goals. Using fifth-generation warfare technology,
i.e, Twitter campaigns, the anti-Pakistan forces plan plots against the region. The research answers the
potential benefits of the economic corridor via Gwadar port and also discusses the regional challenges
which this project may face and give an in-depth analysis of internal groups acting on the behalf of antiPakistan forces.
Keywords: Gawadar, CPEC, Twitter Campaigns, Anti-Pakistan forces.

Introduction:
Located in the Makran division, Gwadar is adjacent to Chabahar port and boasts a long blue coastline,
lovely beaches, and intriguing bays. The latter is considered to be a rival seaport in the region.
Furthermore, it is located at the neckline of the Straits of Hormuz, which is the main route and route of oil
imports to the world, and thus can greatly improve operations such as mass transit imports and exports, as
well as connecting the regional nations towards the rest of the globe and widening their strategic alliance
in trade and commerce.

The China-Pakistan Economic Corridor is a multi-billion dollar project that not only connects Gwadar
and Kashgar in Xinjiang, a rural province of China, but it also stimulates economic activity that will have
a long-term influence on growth and prosperity. It also helps Pakistan and China develop and gain
influence in the area. Moreover, Gwadar port provides substantial access to regional countries linking
them to vast market segments from China to other Asian countries, the Middle East to Europe, and also
African countries by transforming the region into an economic hub that accelerates commercial markets
and business activities. Its strategic importance will never diminish, but rather expand and flourish in
today's globe.

The future of Pakistan:
China is funding and assisting the development of the Gwadar deep seaport as part of its long-standing
One Belt One Road Initiative (OBOR)1. To continue its economic growth, China needs a western transit
trade route. China also wants to build an economic and energy corridor. China wants to keep hold of the
Arabian Sea to protect its supply route. Moreover, China invests billions of dollars in the Gwadar deep
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seaport. The harbor of Gwadar will allow Pakistan to strengthen its naval posture against India and rein
India's naval activity in the region. Thus, Makran's airfields, ports, and harbors would be safeguarded, and
Pakistan would be able to monitor the Indian navy’s movements in the Arabian Sea.
Pakistan's coastline will allow Chinese naval access to the Indian Ocean, Persian Gulf, and the
Mediterranean Sea. Pakistan is crucial to China's ambition for a network of ports, pipelines, roads, and
railroads connecting the region's oil and gas fields and transformation.2 Gwadar port is deemed as
Pakistan's future as it would link Pakistan to the Gulf and serve as an economic and commercial hub. 3
Gwadar's economic relevance and geostrategic location will make it a magnet for global supply chain
connections, expansion, and economic activity. This produces huge amounts of revenue through trade and
transportation between China and Pakistan. It simplifies transportation to landlocked Central Asian
Republics and provides vital access to Middle Eastern, African, and European countries. While China
initiated the building of the Gwadar strategic port to shorten the trade route, Pakistan seeks to regulate its
recurrent energy crises through the projects that are part of this huge envisioned project. This is why
Pakistan and Tajikistan decided to form a cooperative business forum to boost regional trade. Tajikistan
would deliver natural gas to Pakistan via Gwadar port, easing Pakistan's energy crisis. Gwadar is
Pakistan's economic crown gem.4
Due to being 460 km away from the Indian border, its deep-sea port can increase strategic depth.
Affirmatively, it is a double-edged blade, as it gives both economic and strategic depth in the event of an
adversary state's invasion.5 China also wants to develop an oil refinery, a gas pipeline, and a navy base at
Gwadar. It’s obvious that building a naval station in Gwadar will strengthen China's defensive apparatus.
It also allows China and Pakistan to monitor US military operations in the Persian Gulf as well as Indian
and US army movements in the Indian Ocean. The fact that China has historically been a key diplomatic
and military ally of Pakistan demonstrates that both countries have extensive strategic and defense
interests in Gwadar, whereby they can conveniently advance their defense corporate strategy designs to
encounter external belligerence if any exists to their national interests.
The rapidly expanding Chinese economy requires the region's ports to enable commerce from Gwadar to
the Middle East, Africa, and Kashgar in Xinjiang province. The Gwadar to Kashgar land bridge gives
China an alternative to the Malacca strait where China's large oil imports flow. Gwadar sits on a shipping
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channel that carries over 60% of the world's oil, whereas Dubai lies 500 nautical miles away. 6 Gwadar
port can also handle trade from Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, East African, Central Asian, and Middle Eastern
countries. A 40-year lease on Gwadar port was granted to China. As 40% of the world's oil is extracted
from this location, it has been attempting to use the port for commerce.7
Gwadar port will become a regional transit trade center and the backbone of Pakistan's collapsing
economy, bringing a tremendous economic transformation into the lives of Pakistan's people. Oil from
Central Asian countries to the rest of the globe is believed to be the safe and quickest route. This project
envisaged a 1,050 mile (1,323 km) oil pipeline from Turkmenistan to a Gwadar oil port despite this,
Pakistan State Oil (PSO) will build a pipeline from Gwadar to Karachi, allowing Pakistan and China to
dominate the Indian Ocean's energy.8

Shanghai's port is over 16,000 km away from Chinese industrial areas and the sea route takes an
additional two to three months, which costs a lot in taxes and duties, compared to Gwadar port which is
just at a distance of almost 2,500 km from China, the route from Kashgar to Chinese east coast

Port Development and infrastructure:
The Gwadar port project includes a comprehensive plan for supporting infrastructure. The government
has previously formed Gwadar Development Authority to collaborate with Gwadar Port Authority to
expedite and coordinate the project works. Gwadar's population is expected to grow from 400,000 –
500,000 in five years to over 1.5 million by 2020.9
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Major Highways and Developments:

Makran Coastal Highway M-10:
The Makran Coastal Highway, which connects Gwadar to Karachi, is being built concurrently with the
port's first phase. This is the Gwadar port project's lifeline. The route connects Ormara and Pasni ports to
Karachi through Gwadar. Pakistan intends to expand this to Iran in the near. The highway cut transit time
towards Karachi from 48 to 7 hours.

Gwadar-Ratodero M-8:
Ratodero links Gwadar towards Turbat, Khuzdar, Shadadkot. That connectivity towards the Indus
corridor is vital to Gwadar's competitiveness in the import and export markets.

Baima Sorah Quetta Chaman Link:
A road link from Chaman through Afghanistan is deemed essential to attract companies like Transit Trade
and container freight towards the port of Gwadar. In this manner, all or portion of Afghanistan's transit
commerce may go to Gwadar. The Asian Development Bank has already committed $500 million to build
highways connecting Pakistan to Afghanistan and Central Asia. This procedure is hampered by the unrest
in Afghanistan and Pakistan.10

Gwadar Airport:
The main airport somewhat on the Gwadar coast will spur regional economic growth. The New Gwadar
Terminal is indeed a Pakistan-Oman-China cooperative venture. Oman contributed $17.5 million to the

10
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airport project, while China intends to spend $662 million on Gwadar's land management, seaport, and
airport. Pakistan intends to build the new airport on a 4300-acre piece of land 25km from Gwadar
International Airport. The USD246m project will be completed in 30 months by China Communications
Construction Company. Build new airports that can handle ATR 72, A-300, and Boeing B-737 & Boeing
B-747 aircraft for both local and international operations.11

CPEC – Is Pakistan Becoming An Asian Tiger?
Pakistan's Vision 2025 envisions it as the region's next “Asian Tiger”. Its fundamental seven pillars value

Source: Obortunity
1234567-

Persistent Traditional Economic Growth
Energy, food, and water security
Public sector modernization and democratic governance
Equity, Human and Social
Increase in the Non-Public Sector
Increasing Competitive Intelligence
Development of Infrastructure and Regional Connectivity

What these pillars represent in CPEC can be summed up in four words: Energy, Infrastructure, Gwadar,
and Industrial Cooperation. A significant geostrategic state, China sees Pakistan as a chance to further its
goal of economic development. CPEC's 56 percent portfolio is devoted to energy projects worth
approximately USD 33 billion. Profit-sharing, energy mix, finance, and operations are all aspects of
energy. Because the industry is important for every state's economic growth, it has been encompassed in a
long-term strategy.
1- Special Economic Zone
11
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Punjab - China Economic Zone
Rashakai Economic Zone
Bostan Industrial Zone
Construction of Industrial Park at Pakistan Steel Mills Land in Port Qasim, Karachi
ICT Model Industrial Zone
Mirpur Industrial Zone 8. Mohmand Marble City
Moqpondass SEZ

SEZs may benefit from this point of synchronization between Chinese industry and Pakistani labor
without wasting time or money.12

Investing in new infrastructure and reviving the energy sector not only helps the economy, but also
provides for greater regional connection through railways, highways, and pipelines. The minimum
revenue is estimated is to be over $100 billion a year from public transportation which would result in
thousands of new jobs.

Fifth-generation warfare -- Disclosing anti-Pakistan strategy by PTM:
Besides all these developments and opportunities some risk factors are been directly involved in this as
most of the developments are ongoing in Baluchistan which has a vital history, the region is like a warPlay zone for many foreign players. The province has seen insurgencies, suicide attacks, bomb blasts, and
instability. Massive fifth-generation conflict is engulfing the province. 13 To achieve their political aims,
Anti-Pakistan forces are behind plots, attacking it with fifth-generation warfare technologies through local
groups,i.e., PTM. Pakistan’s adversaries fund insurgencies, aid terrorism, sabotage development projects,
and disseminate false news to sway local people and agitate them against the sovereign and its
institutions. An analysis of 5th generation warfare in Baluchistan is been discussed. These include foreign
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participation, terrorism, externally aided rebel organizations, and hostile media operations. This study's
data came including both Primary secondary information.
Some Anti-State actors are operating this HASHTAG trend in a very particular way, according to a recent
report on the Hashtag controversy. Pakistan and its institutions have been the target of about 37 billion
hashtags. They typically work from 12 a.m. to 2 a.m. Pacific Standard Time to interact with the majority
of international participants throughout their Post.

Features of Report:
The amount of HASHTAG
been operated by Anti- State
Actors
Three periods are being
covered in this report

The amount of HASHTAGS
have been analyzed

Having players whose primary online presence is dedicated to smearing Pakistani government institutions
should be minimized at all costs, and to do so, it is critical to identify and analyze their character traits.
We'll go deep into the patterns and strategies behind the different companies that have been operating free
of consequence.

Anti-Pakistan tweets by PTM:
Anti-Pakistan tweets by PTM (May 19- Jun 20)
200000
100000
0
1
#WannaMassacreByState

#PTMExposeStateTerrorism

#DaSangaAzadiDa

#BaluchistanSolidarityDay

#TyrantPakistaniArmy

#ArmyBehindTargetKilling

#PakArmyKillsPashtun

#PakForcesKilledPashtuns

#StopStateTerrorism

#TRC4PashtunGenocide

#PolicemanSohailKilledByArmy

#ArmyPromotesTerrorism

Source: GoP Digital Media Wing
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Anti-Pakistan tweets by PTM (Jul 20-Aug-21)
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20000
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#StopPashtunsGenocide

#StateMassacredQuettaLawyers

#PashtunGenocideInAugust

#armyviolenceonshaktoipashtun

#StopStateTerrorismInShaktoi

#StateTerrorismWaziristan

#StateTerrorismInChaman

#StateAtrocitiesInChaman

#statefailedsecuringnw

#PashtunGenocide

#PashtunRejectMilitarization

#AccountabilityOfZarbeAzab

Source: GoP Digital Media Wing

The Trend for the year 2019
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They set out to defame and ridicule Pakistan by disseminating false information in conjunction with
hostile foreign governments.
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The Trend for the year 2020
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Some organizations get overt backing from a variety of hostile foreign forces, which aids them by lending
credibility to their false news and providing them with the much-needed boost when trends on global
Twitter panels are in question.

The Trend For the year 2021
Total Tweet
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Conclusion:
Once operational, CPEC will transform Pakistan. As China is the biggest importer of oil and gas from the
Middle East and Central Asian Republics (CARs), CPEC would shorten the distance from 12000 km to
3000 km easing the passage of Chinese ships across the Malacca Strait. The project will also bring foreign
direct investment to Pakistan. On the surface, China's aspirations to create a busy canal on the Arabian
Sea seem obvious. Gwadar control enables China to link its land-based transit lines to western China
through Islamabad, as well as build a crude oil pipeline over that corridor.
Gwadar's port management also helps China connect marine ports around the Indian Ocean to Hainan.
The Gwadar Port project should offer more commercial possibilities than New York, Mumbai, Dubai, or
Bangkok. Currently, the port has numerous difficulties such as poor connectivity, infrastructure, and
10
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related amenities. Currently, India is employing every means to stifle Gwadar port development. It has
invested $85 million in the Iranian port of Chahbahar due to Gwadar being a part of Iran's Strings of Pearl
plan to surround India, India is eager to cooperate on Chahbahar. India seeks to lessen Chinese influence
in the region and to diminish Gwadar's economic significance. India constructed highways from
Afghanistan to Chahbahar, e.g., Zaranj-Delaram. It shows that India would leave no stone unturned to
scuttle the Pakistani silk route. However, Pakistan must solve these issues and accelerate the construction
of Gwadar Port, which is vital for economic growth, regional connectivity, and maritime development.
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